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A worthy successor to the original Unhack, if you have played the original I would strongly recommend the reader to pick this
one up as well.. This is gonna be a tough one. Playing InvertMouse games really made me think otherwise that there are no
honest down to earth developers left in the gaming scene. But thats me, lets get on to the review. Pros : Characters- Jesus are
these characters deep. With both the art and the dialouge of the character? It really does make them feel more alive and that I
am actually talking to a real human being even if most of the characters are AI. Art- InvertMouse, wtf kind of school you went
to draw such cool characters, i'll pay a small loan of a million dollars for lessons. Story- Even the Matrix can't beat it with its
final movies. Da feelz- I seriously do feel sorry for almost every character that I have seen, almost none made me have the
reaction to say " off you or ." Cons : Puzzles- I really didn't like them, I know their there to maybe give the player a challenge or
to maybe enphasize on how this task is not an easy one. Than again mostly I clicked the skip button ;p FInal Result : I give this a
deserving 8/10. Keep producing content like this InvertMouse, I really love the work you are doing, I hope it will be the same in
the future and even with the current games as I am guilty of not buying them yet, Except now. Alright thats all for this review.
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Tata.. What a ride! The first Unhack was inexperienced and rough around the edges, but Unhack 2 improved all the best parts
tenfold. The cast expanded, the plot matured, and the art is so crisp and fresh in every shot. The only real con is that the story's
on the short side, but it still kept me interested all the way through.. Unhack 2 is a very different game from the orginal, while
the first was 50% Gameplay seemlessly meshed with 50% story, This game is 5% gameplay sprinkled in with 95% story. That
said, It's a work of art I can't recomend enough to fans of the original. I don't dare spoil a thing, but I will offer a fair warning:
This isn't a brief afair like the orginal. It's a deeply touching and emotional work featuering themes of technology, love, family,
humanity and the soul. But still, I believe every game deserves to be judged on it's own merits, 8/10: R.I.P Clippy. Unhack 1 was
a really interesting VN which involved the player more with a unique puzzle mechanic. Unhack 2 follows through with a more
in-depth story than the first, and I appreciated the continuation of the puzzle mechanic despite hearing the possibility of them
being taken out. The story itself makes the game really worth playing as it goes into detail about how AI work in the Unhack
universe, which really adds depth to events you play through and characters you interact with.. This is not a happy game. It's
story is deep, if a bit preachy at times, with a resolution you may see coming, and a finally that is both earned but bitersweet.
There are less puzzles this time around, only about 10 in total, all single screen. And you can skip any of them to move right
along without penalty. The focus here is the story, and it's a good one (even if the main character isn't that interesting. I'd rather
have been in the shoes of ClipClip than this drag, but I understand the reason he is the way he is; both for narrative reasons, as
the staright-man, and as a character who's main goal is survival.) I recomend this game, not as a puzzle game (which I could do
with the first one), but very much as a visual novel about AI, what it means to live, and mortality in all forms. If there's a third
Unhack, I would want it to be a happier one, end the series on a sweeter note than this, but if there isn't. I'm okay with that. Not
every story needs to be happy. Everything ends, and those ends are usually, at best, bitersweet.. Definitely enjoyed it, would love
to see another continuation! I don't want to talk too much about the plot though, as there's a bit of a twist maybe ten or fifteen
minutes in that was really interesting and set the tone for the rest of the game. Apologies in advance if this review comes off as
a bit dry because of that. As for the bulk of it, the art was great, the story was engaging, the characters were likeable and
memorable and the music was definitely a nice step up. The puzzle gameplay was fun, for what of it there was, but definitely
believe the author when they say this is primarily a VN: there were really only a handful of puzzle segments, I don't think I kept
count, but I'd guess less than ten of them in what was a four-ish hour play (granted, I've always read particularly quickly, so
YMMV on actual time to completion). Last note: I would very much recommend playing the first Unhack and Unhack
Destruction before this. There IS a summary of the events at the beginning, but it is. well It's functional, but it doesn't really give
you the subjective feel for the characters and their relationships, and I think you might miss out on some of the subtext here or
there.. While Unhack 2 is a small game, I loved playing it. Visual style and dialogs are very nice, story is good (although quite
sad) - it was interesting for me to read it to the end. Arcade-style challenges from the first game are replaced by small puzzles
that fit nicely into the gameplay.

The Last Birdling: Ten days left! (sales week) : Hi everyone . Just one week to go until The Last Birdling launches on Steam. I
hope to have your support there and then! The Last Birdling marks my fifth year not in game development, but at least under the
name InvertMouse. I have released a good 5 to 6 titles on Steam now, and they have all taught me valuable lessons. First, there
was Unhack 1, which has many immature traits in retrospect. I must continue to accept critique even when it is for older titles
that no longer reflect my skill level. Then there is Bermuda, which I admit is a failure. I made plenty of management mistakes,
and the results are out there for the world to see. Failure is not as scary once you have suffered through it. Please let me stress all
the errors are on me, not anyone else on the team. Next, we have Without Within 1 and 2. Initially, the first game received
negative reviews from people who hated anime and/or visual novels. As the days went by, players who fell in love with Vinty
have defended these titles. Vinty is kind, but she can also be a jerk. She is simply real. There was Cursed Sight, featuring a
protagonist who had caused some divided opinions. If I were to rewrite this story, I know I can do a much better job. Then most
recently came Unhack 2. This project was once a disaster due to my lack of research on AI. After months of study and rewrites,
this project had evolved into my personal favorite. I hope more people may try out this title, because its themes have left me
with plenty to think about. As we count down toward The Last Birdlings release, my portfolio of games on Steam will be on
discount for a week. If there are any titles you have missed, I hope you will give them a chance. As usual, I hope you may
consider wishlisting and/or joining our Steam community: Thank you everyone.. Thank you! : Unhack 2's launch week has
come to a close. Thank you to everyone who picked up the game ! Software developers know the 90-90 pattern. When a
program is 90% complete, another 90% always creeps up. This applies to game projects as well, but in Unhack 2's case, it felt
more like 90-90-90. The first draft of Unhack 2 was a disaster . In Unhack 1, I was able to hide a lot of flaws through gameplay,
but with Unhack 2, my lack of skills became apparent. To tell a good story, you may for instance wish to describe the senses.
What does a place smell like? How does it feel to touch this wall? Every step was a nightmare with Unhack 2 thanks to the AI
cast. Program X can describe what something smells like, but can she experience it? I rewrote the script, and once again,
nothing made sense. At that point, I had spent a significant sum on production. If this were a novel, where the only cost is time, I
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might have abandoned the project. And so, I took a month off to study. Watched films, read books, browsed documentaries. By
no means am I a scientific mind, but I enjoyed my time with the research. Next, I locked myself in the library and created a
deeper lore for Unhack. Generation 1 AI, what were they like? How about gen 2? Eight pages crammed with notes, and now I
was ready to try again . Is this the 3rd, 4th or 5th rewrite? I had lost track, but I knew those password mini-games were rubbish.
Let me try it this way. No, they still suck. How about this? All right, maybe you should give up. Hey, you know those mini-
games from Unhack 1? Why not bring them back one more time, but with a twist? Sure, but that means more money and time.
Do you love Unhack, though? All right, I will do it. Another month passed, and I could no longer tell if Unhack 2 was good. It is
impossible to have perspective when you have memorized every scene in the game, almost down to the individual words. I have
cut close to 20,000 words off the script. It means a shorter read, but I will never accept padding. Since Unhack 2 is filled with
AI, the traditional hero's journey can be a poor fit. I will negotiate with the cast, let them do as they please and pray gamers may
approve. Unhack 2 received the okay from testers, so it was time to do or die. It sure would be painful if the game turned out to
be a disaster. Regardless of my feelings, Unhack 2 was at last published on Steam. Thank you to everyone who purchased and
reviewed Unhack 2. Reception wise, I am glad these AI characters connected with you. The Unhack universe is complex, but I
tried to balance depth with concise language . In terms of sales, Unhack 2 could have performed better. It may take several more
discount weeks before the numbers break even, so I will have to live with that. If you visit visual novel boards, you will be lucky
to find Unhack 2 mentioned once. This has been a trend for me, and it is indeed hurtful, but all I can do is focus on improving .
If money was a non-issue, I probably would have considered Unhack 3 based on the feedback so far. I have no new story in
mind for this universe, so we will see what the future holds. So yes, I had considered giving up. In retrospect, I am glad I was
stubborn enough to continue. I learned more from Unhack 2 than any other game, and I look forward to carrying those lessons
into future projects . The only way to improve is to step out of your comfort zone. Perhaps next time I will stumble and produce
a disaster, but I would rather take risks than to grow stale. I am thankful for every obstacle I crashed into throughout Unhack 2's
production.. The Last Birdling: Ten days left! (sales week) : Hi everyone . Just one week to go until The Last Birdling launches
on Steam. I hope to have your support there and then! The Last Birdling marks my fifth year not in game development, but at
least under the name InvertMouse. I have released a good 5 to 6 titles on Steam now, and they have all taught me valuable
lessons. First, there was Unhack 1, which has many immature traits in retrospect. I must continue to accept critique even when it
is for older titles that no longer reflect my skill level. Then there is Bermuda, which I admit is a failure. I made plenty of
management mistakes, and the results are out there for the world to see. Failure is not as scary once you have suffered through
it. Please let me stress all the errors are on me, not anyone else on the team. Next, we have Without Within 1 and 2. Initially, the
first game received negative reviews from people who hated anime and/or visual novels. As the days went by, players who fell in
love with Vinty have defended these titles. Vinty is kind, but she can also be a jerk. She is simply real. There was Cursed Sight,
featuring a protagonist who had caused some divided opinions. If I were to rewrite this story, I know I can do a much better job.
Then most recently came Unhack 2. This project was once a disaster due to my lack of research on AI. After months of study
and rewrites, this project had evolved into my personal favorite. I hope more people may try out this title, because its themes
have left me with plenty to think about. As we count down toward The Last Birdlings release, my portfolio of games on Steam
will be on discount for a week. If there are any titles you have missed, I hope you will give them a chance. As usual, I hope you
may consider wishlisting and/or joining our Steam community: Thank you everyone.. The Final Hours : Id be lying if I claimed I
wasnt nervous about tomorrows release. Unhack 2 took way longer to produce than the first game, and its impossible not to care
after all that hardship. I in fact care an awful, awful lot. For players who are coming in new, or for those who are here from
Cursed Sight or Without Within, the transition should be smooth. Many gamers will be here from Unhack 1, and this is the
scenario I am stressed about. I mentioned at the start Unhack 2 is story oriented aka visual novel first, and this fact remains
unchanged. Unhack 2 features a longer and more in depth tale, so hopefully players will agree as they experience the journey
with Neonya by their side. Some players have mentioned they would've preferred Unhack 1 to have more story and less
gameplay, and to these folks, I hope you will enjoy the results. At first, I was stubborn and insisted on a password minigame.
After months of trial and error, the result was still subpar, so I replaced these segments with puzzle minigames late in
development. There's no doubt about it, though. Narrative still takes the driver's seat this time around. Unhack 1 had plenty of
flaws in retrospect. Id fused dialogue into the game, which meant gamers had to pause constantly or theyd miss the lines. This
approach forced me to rush the plot way more than I wouldve liked. With Bermuda it got even worse, though that might be a
story for another time. I like to think Unhack 2 was a brave and decisive endeavor, but as we reach these final hours, I will
betray just a moment of weakness. Unhack 2s script is around five times that of the original, and due to budget limitations, there
are no voice overs this time. Gamers have always been savvy, so I am not too concerned about this, but I do still feel rather
powerless. If I can survive these hurdles, I can live with whatever comes after that. What if players dont dig the story? Cool, Ill
have to receive the feedback and grow from it. I only pray the transition from Unhack 1 to 2 wont leave any gamers behind.
With that stuff out of the way, I can't wait to welcome you back into the Unhack universe. As Weedy used to say, Welcome
back, dear unhacker! Neonya is counting on you, the unhacker, to defeat Program X and her clones.. Without Within 3 pre-
release sale! : Hi everyone ! Without Within 3 comes out in three days, and to prep for that, we have a sale going on: Also, we
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have a quick Q&A to address some WOWI 3 related items: And, of course, here is Without Within 3's store page: Thank you
for your support through the past five years! Hope to see you in Vinty's third (mis)adventure this Friday .
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